
Tyres recycling Plants made by

TIRES S.p.A: Technology and Markets



In order to develop a solid and long term recycling business it is necessary to start from 
analysing the secondary raw materials market...

Our company has developed over 20 years experience in the secondary raw rubber materials 
sector, hence we are in a position to emphasize that a recycling business success is not 
simply based on separating and grinding end of life tyres (ELT), but it depends on the final 
products (rubber granules) quality level.
We do pay the highest attention to the above key principle, as well as possessing the latest 
technical know-how that enables us to build and upgrade state of the art tyres recycling 
plants.

The above graph illustrates recycled ELT market trends, and clearly indicates that rubber 
granules production is the most suitable recycling process phase for investment:
 -  Rubber granules benefit from a large number of applications, as well as a large market.

 -  Rubber powder, despite having a large number of applications too, currently suffers from a weak
    demand, sector specific oriented and dependent of peculiar standards.

 -  Rubber chips can be considered as semi-finished materials, which will be refined and completed
    by other sectors and in other industries. 

 -  Rubber shreds benefit from a strong demand but have a low economic value. In fact, shreds   
    production is justified only in a market where an eco-tax or gate-fee system is in place.
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Tyres Recycling Line Dimensions

The above 3D image shows the dimensions of a 4 tons/hour tyres recycling plant, with 0< >4 
mm rubber granule production capabilities.
Technology settings have great impact on the plant productivity, hence TIRES provides the 
maximum support and develops together with the client the project plan. Highest attention 
is paid to all project details in order to maximise possibilities of project success and increase 
clients’ investment returns.
The recycling line, as “turn-key” project, is installed with the supervision of our technical per-
sonnel, in coordination with client’s local technical team.
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Technology: Modularity for maximum efficiency

TIRES recycling lines are the result of years of R&D and engineering experience and are desi-
gned according to the highest technical standards.
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Modules Description

Module 1) BEAD HEEL EXTRACTION
This process only applies to trucks tyres and consists of separating the inner metal ring pre-
sent in trucks’ tyres.
This phase is of considerable importance since it largely reduces machineries tear and wear. 
One operator is required to look after this process, which is semi-automated.
In around 80 to 100 seconds, the operator places the ELT onto the designated slot within the 
module, closes the safety gate, then the machinery lifts, positions, extracts and re-position 
the ELT ready for the exit, and finally the operator loads it onto the lines input belt.
The module is devised to cater for all types of trucks’ tyres, and guarantees over 90% effi-
ciency. Our experience includes over 1.000.000 truck ELTs de-beaded at our clients premises 
with module’s normal maintenance and ordinary spares.

Market/applications: The steel extracted from truck ELT’s is used by foundries and, due to its 
quality, it is usually purchased at recycled steel stocks exchange market prices.

PRODUCTIVITY PROCESS
TYPE MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE COSTS

>25
TRUCK TYRES/HOUR

SEMI
AUTOMATIC 4000 H 0.93 € /Ton 5,5 Kw/h

POWER
CONSUMPTION
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Module 2) SHREDDING PROCESS
This process results in the first ELT’s dimensional reduction, equal to <100x100 mm. It is 
necessary for the product to possess specific technical characteristics in order to be propo-
sed to its target markets.
The module requires one operator who conducts a visual check of the ELT before loading it 
onto the input conveyor belt.

The above data are evidence of the high quality and efficiency of TIRES engineering, with 
particular attention paid to modules’ maintenance costs and energy consumption.
Market/applications: Shreds main application includes their use as Tyres Derived Fuel (TDF) 
by cement factories and power plants.
Their high calorific power makes them an ideal substitute to fossil fuels, in addition to the 
presence of steel that enhances the quality of cement mix.

PRODUCTIVITY SHREDS
DIMENSION

MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE COSTS

>4 TON/H <100x100
MM >2000 TON 7.54 € /Ton 70 Kw/h

POWER CONSUMPTION
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Module 3) GRINDING PROCESS
This module undertakes the most delicate phase within the ELT recycling process, since it 
reduces the materials’ dimension from <100x100 mm to 0< >18 mm, hence transforming them 
from shreds into chips.
Module’s productivity depends on input material dimensions and on diameter of output 
grid’s holes, the larger is the diameter the higher is the productivity, but with product quality 
inversely related.

Market/applications: Harmonic steel is purchased by foundries, while rubber chips are used 
in the agriculture and farming sectors, gardening, as TDF, etc..

PRODUCTIVITY CHIPS
DIMENSION

MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE COSTS

>2.5TON/H 0-16MM 200H 6.50 € /Ton 160 Kw/h

POWER CONSUMPTION
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Module 4) Refining Process
The refining phase is the third phase within the ELT recycling process.
The refining module operates volumetric reduction of the material, transforming it from 
chips into granules, and separates the textile fibre from the rubber.
It is important to note that it is necessary to install a <4 mm output grid in order to obtain a 
product of sufficient quality to meet market demand.
Granule surface characteristics and purity depend on accuracy and effectiveness of the 
cutting system.

Market/applications: rubber granules are used in various sectors, among the others
 - Insulation panels manufacturing
 - Noise absorbing screed production
 - Anti-shock elastic surfaces
 - Artificial grass infill
 - Athletic tracks

PRODUCTIVITY GRANULE
DIMENSION MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE COSTS

>0.9TON/H 1-4MM 250H 3.30 € /Ton 75 Kw/h

POWER CONSUMPTION
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Module 5) POWDER PRODUCTION PROCESS
Our powder module is proposed as optional within the standard tyres recycling line and 
represents the last possible step in the recycling process, a step which opens possibilities for 
further uses and applications. The granule produced by the refiner module is transferred into 
the powder module which, with its counter posed high efficiency discs, is reduced in fine 
powder of <1 mm.

Market/applications: Rubber powder is used in a number of different sectors, among the others
 - Compounds industry and rubber manufacturing
 - Modified bitumen
 - Thermoplastic compounds
 - “Wet” asphalts

PRODUCTIVITY POWDER
DIMENSION

MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE COSTS

>0.275 TON/H 0-1,2 MM 640 H 14,2 €/Ton 90 Kw/h

POWER CONSUMPTION
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Optional) GRANULE COLOURING MODULE
Our colouring module, the “Rainbow Plant”, allows the coating of black granules in a consi-
stent and uniform manner by using polymers and colouring agents. The coating process, 
which starts with weighing the rubber granules, is entirely automated. Thanks to the extensi-
ve experience developed in coating rubber granules, dating back to year 2.000, today TIRES 
design and engineers the most efficient technology to produce coloured granules.

Market/applications: Coated rubber granules are used to produce profiles and anti-shock 
rubber tiles, playgrounds and athletic tracks.

PRODUCTIVITY GRANULE
DIMENSION

GRANULE
LOAD/CYCLE

POLYMER QUANTITY

1-1.3 TON/H 0-6 MM 600 Kg 7-10% 7,5 Kw/h

POWER CONSUMPTION
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Optional) TILES PRESSING MODULE
Our pressing module gives possibility to set up complete production of rubber items ready 
for the market. The module includes a double printing press and one mixing group with 
batching system to mix granule and binder.
The process is fully automated and controlled by a computer that, according to the final pro-
duct, will select production timing.

Market/applications: Products manufactured in recycled rubber are used for example in the 
construction sector, urban and landscape design, and include profiles, anti-shock tiles, bin 
wheels, etc..

6-10 mq/h 0-6 MM 150<>250 Kg 8-10% 20 Kw/h

PRODUCTIVITY GRANULE
DIMENSION MAINTENANCE POLYMER QUANTITY POWER CONSUMPTION
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